Reopening Phases
Phase 1: Programs & Facilities closed
Phase 2
Recreation Center
1. Opening will be centered on creating good social distancing practices and regular
sanitation practices. Limited services will resume on May 18, 2020.
a. Normal operating hours Monday through Saturday. We will remain closed on
Sundays during phase 2.
b. Registrations for programs are encouraged to be done online or on the phone so as
to limit the number of people visiting our lobby.
c. Customers will be asked to answer standard COVID-19 questions upon entry.
d. Customers will be asked to sign new waivers including language about COVID-19 and
inherent risk of using public facilities and possible contagions.
e. 10 customers allowed upstairs in weight room with social distancing. Additional
equipment on the track and in the small gym can be utilized in limited numbers.
Customers will be allowed in on a first come first served basis. Be prompt in your
workout to allow others to use the facility. Be prepared to wait or be flexible with
the time that you come to work out. Be courteous to staff. These are the rules
that they are required to enforce in order for us to operate. If people cannot
follow these guidelines we will be forced to go to a reservation only system.
f. Customers will be asked to practice good social distancing throughout their time
here.
g. Track is closed to walking and running.
h. All walking and running customers should plan on utilizing gym 2 (large gym).
i. Reactivation of membership is voluntary during phase 2.
j. User groups considered high risk to COVID-19 are discouraged from attendance or
reactivating membership at this time.
k. Fitness classes will resume with proper social distancing. Whenever possible,
customers should plan on fitness classes being outside in Spears Park (park next to
recreation center).
l. Some cardio equipment will be moved to the small gym for use.
m. Gym use for basketball will not be available in phase 2.
n. No one under the age of 13 will be allowed during phase 2.
o. Locker room use is discouraged during phase 2. Customers should come dressed to
workout whenever possible.
p. Customers are encouraged to wash/sanitize their hands and equipment regularly.

q. Customers are asked to report if they have been sick or exhibiting any symptoms or
anyone in their house or someone that they have been in contact with has been sick
or exhibiting symptoms. Confidentiality will be maintained.
2. Employee practices in Phases
a. Employees will be scanned for temperature upon arriving for shift.
b. Employees are encouraged to wear PPE (mask & gloves) which will be provided.
c. Employees must answer a list of questions regarding COVID-19 symptoms prior to
starting shift.
d. Employees need to immediately report to their supervisor if they are sick, exhibiting
any symptoms or anyone in their household is sick or exhibiting symptoms.
e. Employees are asked to wash hands regularly
f. Employees from high risk groups are not required to work.
g. Employees will be required to regularly wash and sanitize equipment and surfaces.
h. Regular sanitization and precautionary measures for staff will be in effect for all
phases.
Youth/Adult Sports Phase 2
1. Outdoor uses
a. Athletic fields are available for use as long as groups of 10 or less people are in
attendance and where appropriate physical distancing can occur.
b. Good sanitation practices should be followed. Wash hands regularly, avoid
touching face, cough into elbow, and avoid sharing equipment.
c. Organized practices are discouraged unless group has plans meeting the
Governor’s criteria for organized youth activities.
d. PPE use is encouraged whenever possible
Park reservations
1. Park reservations will not be taken in phase 2
2. We discourage use of playgrounds as we cannot guarantee sanitary conditions.
Phase 3 Operations
Recreation Center
1. Phase 3 will still have some limitations and operations in this phase will be determined
by State and health care officials. Dates and operational requirements are subject to
change.
a. Normal Operating hours will resume

b. More than 10 customers will be allowed upstairs but social distancing practices will
still be required which may limit occupancy levels.
c. Adherence to regular sanitization of equipment and personal space still applies
d. Track use will resume
e. Basketball gym use will resume. However, balls will be checked out by staff and will
need to be returned to ensure proper sanitation after use. Good social distancing
practices will be expected.
f. Youth programs like Tae Kwon Do will resume with limits on class size and good
social distancing practices. This may alter the normal conduct of this class.
g. Sections b, c, e, i, j, o, p & q from Recreation Center Phase 2 plan will still apply
Youth & Adult Sports Phase 3
1. Limited group size activity will resume with groups of 50 or less where social distancing
can be practiced.
a. Organized practices can resume.
b. Social distancing practices must be adhered to as much as possible.
c. Participants are asked to maintain good sanitation practices
d. Disinfect equipment regularly and try not to share equipment as much as possible
e. Coaches should have plans to adhere to the Governor’s guidelines for organized
youth activities.
f. PPE use is encouraged whenever possible.
g. Participants are encouraged to report any illness or exposure to others that may be
sick. This should also be shared with the JRD.
Park Reservations
1. Park reservations will resume for groups of 50 or less where appropriate physical
distancing can occur.
2. We discourage use of playgrounds as we cannot guarantee sanitary conditions. Use at
your own risk.
Phase 4
Recreation Center
1. Phase 4 will still have some limitations and operations in this phase will be determined
by State and health care officials. Dates and operational requirements are subject to
change.
a. Group sizes increase. However, occupancy may be affected depending on social
distancing requirements.

b.
c.
d.
e.

Adherence to regular sanitizing standards still apply.
Balls will still be checked out for play in gyms.
As close to normal operations as we may see for a while.
Customers should still report if they or someone in their household exhibits
symptoms of COVID 19

Youth & Adult Sports
1. Group activity resumes for more than 50 people with social distancing practices still in
place as much as possible.
a. League play will start with expectations of social distancing as much as possible.
b. Spectators should not group up.
c. Games will be scheduled to space out people as much as possible
d. Sanitization requirements will need to be in place for sports equipment
e. Player safety protocols should be in place for league play.
f. Public restroom at Forsyth Park will open
g. Protocol for reporting illness from players or their families is still in effect.
h. Encourage PPE use from players and spectators.
Park Reservations
1. Park reservations will resume for groups larger than 50. However, social distancing
practices should be observed as much as possible.
2. We discourage use of playgrounds as we cannot guarantee sanitary conditions. Use at
your own risk.
Pool Operations: Pool Operations for the 2020 season are as yet to be determined. We are
still evaluating the recently released public pool protocols and whether or not social distancing
requirements and other protocols can be achieved in our pool. We are also awaiting additional
information to be released for future phases from state government. If a pool season is
possible it would not start until Phase 4 of the Governor’s phased opening plan.

